
A HISTORY OF THE CULTURE OF OLMEC PEOPLE THE MESOAMERICAS

FIRST CIVILIZATION

The name Olmec is an Aztec word meaning the rubber people; the Olmec Appearing around BCE, the Olmec were
among the first Mesoamerican complex societies, and their culture influenced many later civilizations, like the Maya. ..
Look here: carriagehouseautoresto.com you're sure to find.

Intriguingly, the Olmecs often buried their sculptures, even larger pieces, perhaps in a ritual act of memory.
They also traded for cacao and brightly colored feathers. To one side of the avenue is the even larger Pyramid
of the Sun 66 metres high. Although shaped like an axe head, with an edge along the bottom, it is unlikely that
this artifact was used except in ritual settings. Olmec Religion and Gods The Olmec had a well-developed
religion , complete with an interpretation of the cosmos and several gods. The chunky and uncompromising
quality of these images will remain typical of much of the religious art of Mesoamerica, particularly in the
region around Mexico City. Fruit trees, such as avocado or cacao, were likely available nearby. It appears
widely in the Olmec archaeological record, and in many cases, the were-jaguar motif represents the
were-jaguar supernatural. See also: History of zero The Long Count calendar used by many subsequent
Mesoamerican civilizations, as well as the concept of zero , may have been devised by the Olmecs. The most
easily recognizable pieces are the massive colossal heads , some of which are nearly ten feet tall. From about
BC at Monte Alban, to the west of the Olmec heartland, they establish a ceremonial centre with stone temple
platforms. Generally, only six pristine cultures are thought to exist: those of ancient India, Egypt, China,
Sumeria, and the Chavin Culture of Peru in addition to the Olmec. The Olmec used obsidian in many tools
because worked edges were very sharp and durable. See this possible timeline including the Olmec and Aztec
civilizations The basics A great stone head from the Olmec civilization at the Smithsonian Institution The
Olmec civilization is believed to have been centred around the southern Gulf Coast of Mexico area today the
states of Veracruz and Tabasco - further south east than the heart of the Aztec empire. Olmec Art Most of
what we know about the Olmec today is due to surviving examples of Olmec art. Continue Reading. For the
next years La Venta is the cultural centre of a large region, trading with much of central America. See also
Mesoamerican civilization. The mask would presumably have been about 2, years old when the Aztec buried
it, suggesting such masks were valued and collected as were Roman antiquities in Europe. And there is no
evidence that San Lorenzo or La Venta controlled, even during their heyday, all of the Olmec heartland. There
was a priest class and a ruling class who lived privileged lives in the higher parts of the cities. Olmec culture
and religion survived them and became the foundation of other societies such as the Aztecs and Maya. These
provided evidence of considerable centralization within the Olmec region, first at San Lorenzo and then at La
Venta â€” no other Olmec sites come close to these in terms of area or in the quantity and quality of
architecture and sculpture. Grove, David C. In contrast, its sides show bas-reliefs of humans holding quite
lively were-jaguar babies. Maize was a staple of the Olmec diet, although it is possible that it was introduced
late in the development of their culture. In fact, at first Olmec artifacts were thought to be Mayan, and the
Mayans were thought to be the first great culture in the area. The Zapotecs , preceding the Maya, have left the
earliest surviving inscriptions, dating from about the 2nd century BC. Although many mysteries remain,
ongoing work by archaeologists, anthropologists, and other researchers has given us something of a glimpse
into what Olmec life might have been like. Monte Alban eventually becomes the main city of this part of
southern Mexico. First of all, the Olmec was the "mother" culture of Mesoamerica, and many aspects of
Olmec culture, such as gods, glyphic writing, and artistic forms, became part of later civilizations such as the
Maya and Aztecs. Miller, Mary and Karl Taube. Many important works of art have been found in and around
San Lorenzo, including the sculptures of the hero twins and ten colossal heads. Please help improve this
section by adding citations to reliable sources. Second, they had a wide influence in their day, which gives us
reason to believe that they may be responsible for spreading some of these ideas. The glyphs surrounding the
date are one of the few surviving examples of Epi-Olmec script. Common Olmecs likely produced only useful
"art" such as pottery vessels. Another permanent record of the Olmecs is found in rock carvings and paintings.


